Carbene-Metal-Amide light-emitting diodes have recently shown internal quantum efficiencies approaching 100%, and there has been substantial debate concerning the cause of their exceptionally high efficiency. Here we present a theoretical description of CMAs, showing how a simple three-atom model can predict the form of the HOMO and LUMO, determine the polarization of transitions and the feasibility of spin-orbit coupling, as well as the qualitative dependence of excited state energies and oscillator strength on the twist angle. These results clarify many of the claims concerning CMAs and pave the way for the design of more efficient devices.
I. INTRODUCTION
Carbene-metal-amides (CMAs) have recently emerged as candidates for next-generation organic light-emitting diodes (OLEDs) with internal quantum efficiencies far exceeding the spin statistics threshold of 25% 1 . In a recent article 1 , Di et al. suggested that the cause of this surprisingly high efficiency was an inversion in the energies of the lowest excited singlet (S 1 ) and lowest excited triplet (T 1 ), as evidenced by an unusual ordering of the phosphorescence and (delayed) fluorescence energies. DFT and TDDFT calculations suggested rotation around the intramolecular CMA bond lowered the energy of S 1 to the extent that it crossed the energy of T 1 , facilitating rapid reverse intersystem crossing from a dark T 1 to emissive S 1 and thereby allowing triplets to emit.
Shortly afterwards, Föller and Marian 2 suggested that the rotationally-accessed spin-state inversion (RASI) postulated by Di et al. was an artifact of their calculations, and that the experimentally observed photophysics could instead be explained by considering solvent reorganization effects. Like Di et al., they found that triplet/singlet interconversion was rapid under thermal conditions, but did not find inversion of the S 1 and T 1 energies.
2 These conclusions were based on multiconfigurational calculations using a parameterized, semiempirical method, which unlike TDDFT can include double and higher excitations. 2 The purpose of this letter is not to definitively determine the mechanism of action of CMAs but to provide a consistent theoretical framework in which to interpret the ostensibly conflicting results. Given that extensive experimental and computational results are available, here we consider the model theoretically and show how by combining molecular orbital theory and group theory, a three-atom model can explain many of the computed and experimentally-observed properties of these systems. We also use electronic structure theory to discuss the necessary conditions for RASI to occur. It is hoped that this will provide a unified framework for the rational design of future CMAs and determining their mechanism of action. 
where H and L are the energies of the HOMO and LUMO respectively (diagonal elements of the Fock matrix), J HL is the Coulomb attraction of an electron in the LUMO and a hole in the HOMO and K HL is the exchange integral 3 ,
Sometimes 'Exchange energy' is used to mean E(S 1 ) − E(T 1 ) 1 ; we refrain from this terminology here to avoid confusion with the exchange integral defined above. These results hold for the exact Born-Oppenheimer electronic HamiltonianĤ el but not necessarily at more approximate levels of theory such as TDDFT. We immediately see that the energy separation between these excitations is
However, exchange integrals are always positive 4 such that K HL ≥ 0 and
We consequently find that, if 
III. MODEL THREE-ATOM SYSTEM
We now construct the simplest model of the CMA chromophore which can describe the relevant photophysics and also be adaptable to a variety of CMA compounds. Considering CMA1 synthesized by Di et al. 1 , shown in Fig. 1(a) , the carbazole π system is likely to interact with the metal and carbene, but this is only significantly mediated through its nitrogen atom. The adamantane group is unlikely to contribute to the chromophore's electronic structure since its σ bonding orbitals will be too low in energy and its σ * orbitals too high. While the benzene ring moiety probably has orbitals of similar energy to the carbazole unit, its π system is orthogonal to that of the nearby N and carbene and therefore not able to conjugate with the carbene, metal or carbazole. The nitrogen adjacent to the carbene is likely to stabilize the carbene and contribute to the electronic structure, but only via the carbene carbon.
We therefore consider a three-atom system, the carbene carbon, the energy of whose vacant 2p orbital can implicitly include stabilization from the adjacent nitrogen, the metal atom, and the N of the carbazole, whose occupied 2p orbital can be a proxy for the carbazole HOMO. This model is sketched in Fig. 1 in the planar (b) and twisted (c) conformations.
This model has C 2v symmetry 6 , both in the planar and twisted (at 90
• ) geometries, with C 2 symmetry at intermediate twist angles. For a 'true' chromophore such as CMA1 (which has C s symmetry), descent in symmetry 6 could be used, though we do not find this necessary in order to explain the observed photophysics of CMA1 except for the nonvanishing S 1 /T 1 spin-orbit coupling (see below). This symmetry assignment allows us to uniquely define the z axis as that of a C 2 rotation. We then define the x and y axes such that the planar chromophore lies in the xz plane, and that the carbazole and not the carbene is rotated in the twisted CMA (see axes in Fig. 1 ).
We now construct molecular orbitals (MOs) for the CMA by the textbook method of forming a basis, assigning irreducible representations (irreps) to the basis functions, and then considering mixing of basis functions of the same irrep 6 . For consistency with CMA1, consider constructing the chromophore from a neutral (singlet) carbene, Au + and the carbazole anion (Cz − ), but this analysis immediately extends to any d 10 transition metal species such as Cu + used in CMA2, 1 and to other amide units such as those in CMA3 and CMA4. 1 We stress that the exact form of the MOs and their energies will be a function of the particular CMA, level of calculation, and solvent/solid-state environment, and the purpose here is to develop qualitative MOs to describe the observed photophysics. Our minimal atomic orbital basis then comprises:
• From carbon: carbene lone pair in an sp 2 -hybridized orbital and an empty 2p orbital.
• Metal atom: filled 5d orbitals, empty 6s and empty 6p.
• Nitrogen: anion lone pair in sp 2 -hybridized orbital, filled 2p orbital as a proxy for the carbazole/amide HOMO.
We then assign each of these basis functions to irreps of the C 2v point group 6 , shown in Table I , finding that the only difference between the planar and twisted geometries is the irrep of the nitrogen 2p orbital.
5dyz, 6py 2p To determine the MOs, we start with orbitals belonging to the totally symmetric irrep A 1 , and which are the same for both the planar and twisted geometries. From chemical intuition, the filled (degenerate) 5d z 2 , and 5d x 2 −y 2 will be lower in energy than the empty 6s, which in turn is lower in energy than the empty 6p z . Orbital overlap arguments show that 5d x 2 −y 2 cannot mix appreciably with any other orbitals and is essentially nonbonding. The filled C and N lone pairs will be of similar energy, with N possibly lower than C due to its greater electronegativity. We can consider the filled N and C sp 2 orbitals to form in-phase and out-of-phase combinations (corresponding to sign under approximate inversion through the metal atom). The in-phase combination can mix with the 5d z 2 and 6s, leading to a strongly bonding orbital, a filled nonbonding orbital probably dominated by Au 6s and 5d z 2 , and a strongly antibonding orbital. The out-of-phase combination of lone pairs can mix with the Au 6p forming bonding and antibonding orbitals. In chemistry terms, this leads to a σ bonding system between C-Au-N with two bonding orbitals, one nonbonding orbital and two antibonding orbitals, which holds the CMA together and allows it to twist without disintegrating. The corresponding MO diagram is sketched in Fig. 2 .
The A 2 irrep only contains the occupied 5d xy orbital which is therefore nonbonding in both the planar and twisted conformations. Even in intermediate twisted conformations it cannot constructively overlap with the N 2p since it is of opposite parity under the C 2 operation.
We now form the MOs in the B 1 and B 2 irreps (Fig. 3) . For a planar conformation the B 1 orbitals 5d xz (filled) and 6p x (empty) will be nonbonding [blue orbitals in Fig. 3(a) ]. For B 2 , The filled 5d yz will be of lower energy than the vacant 6p y and the filled N 2p orbital of lower energy than the vacant carbene 2p. We therefore consider the 5d yz and N 2p to form in-phase and out-of-phase combinations 1B 2 and 2B 2 (both of which are occupied) and the 6p y and C 2p to form in-phase and out-of-phase combinations 3B 2 and 4B 2 (both of which are unoccupied), shown in black in Fig. 3(a) . Qualitatively, the filled N lone pair has pushed up the Au 5d yz orbital energy and the empty carbene p orbital has stabilized the 6p y . In addition, the 2B 2 and 3B 2 orbitals [see Fig. 3(a) ] may mix slightly with each other, with the 2B 2 acquiring a small bonding interaction with C 2p (and falling in energy) and the 3B 2 acquiring an antibonding interaction with the N 2p (and rising in energy). For the B 1 irrep in twisted geometry, there will be a filled bonding orbital of an in-phase 5d xz and some N 2p, a filled nonbonding orbital which is probably an out-of-phase combination of 5d xz and some N 2p, and an antibonding orbital dominated by 6p x [blue orbitals in Fig. 3(b) ]. For the B 2 irrep, there will be a filled bonding orbital localized on 5d yz , a non-bonding orbital of the 6p y and C 2p in-phase and an antibonding orbital of the 6p y and C 2p out-of-phase [black orbitals in Fig. 3(b) ].
From these qualitative MO diagrams we see that the in the planar geometry the HOMO is likely to be 2B 2 , and the LUMO 3B 2 . We draw the qualitative form of these orbitals in the yz plane in Fig. 4(a) and find that they match the HOMO and LUMO of CMA1 as calculated by Di et al. (Fig. 3B of their article, drawn in approximately the xz plane). The HOMO we predict is somewhat similar to that of Föller and Marian (who find amplitude on carbazole but not Au) and to their LUMO (who find amplitude on Au 5d yz and C 2p but of opposite relative sign). Although neither set of calculations assigns irreps to their states, the qualitative form of their HOMOs and LUMOs are all B 2 in the planar geometry. That such a simple three-atom model can qualitatively reproduce the results of some of the electronic structure calculations gives us confidence in using this model to determine the observed photophysics. Using similar arguments, in the twisted geometry the HOMO becomes B 1 and the LUMO is still B 2 , which are drawn in Fig. 4(b) . As drawn in Fig. 3 , in the twisted configuration the HOMO/LUMO gap is likely to be smaller as they are no longer of the same irrep and cannot mix with and repel each other. Qualitatively, this corresponds to the HOMO rising in energy and the LUMO falling, explaining why in the ground state (S 0 ) the molecule adopts a planar conformation but in the excited state (where there is one electron in the HOMO and in the LUMO) the potential energy surface is much flatter.
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In both the planar and twisted conformations, the 4A 1 orbital [ Fig. 2 ] is likely to be of comparable energy to the HOMO and participate in the photophysics.
IV. PHOTOPHYSICS
For the planar conformation, the HOMO→LUMO excitation transforms as the direct product 6 B 2 × B 2 = A 1 , which is dipole-allowed, and polarized in the z direction. Another candidate for a low-energy excitation is 4A 1 → 2B 2 , which transforms as B 2 , and is again dipole allowed, but y polarized. This appears to be the excitation Föller and Marian refer to as d σ →LUMO and variously assign to S 2 or S 3 . For consistency, here we define it as S 2 .
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In the twisted geometry, the HOMO→LUMO excitation transforms as A 2 , which is dipole forbidden, explaining the computational observation by both Di et al. and Föller and Marian that there is vanishing dipole moment in this geometry 1,2 . However, the excitation S 2 excitation is still allowed, transforming as B 2 . We summarize these results in Table II.   Orbital/excitation Planar Twisted  HOMO-1  4A1  4A1  HOMO  2B2  2B1  LUMO  3B2  2B2  S1, T1  A1  A2  S2  B2  B2   TABLE II . Irreps of orbitals and excitations mentioned in the text. For singlet excitations, irreps corresponding to dipoleallowed transitions are shown in blue, forbidden in red, and triplet excitations are always forbidden by spin-symmetry. S1 becomes dipole-forbidden upon rotation whereas S2 does not.
Nevertheless, satisfying point group symmetry is a necessary but not sufficient criterion for an integral to be nonzero and we therefore explore the origin of the oscillator strength of the S 0 → S 1 transition. In the spirit of intermediate neglect of differential overlap 7 we look for atom(s) (if any) upon which there is significant amplitude of both HOMO and LUMO, finding a suitable candidate to be Au, whose 5d yz contributes to the HOMO and 6p y contributes to the LUMO. Their overlap consequently leads to the nonzero oscillator strength, such that the metal atom is the de facto chromophore of these systems, and the HOMO→LUMO excitation can be likened to a 5d yz → 6p y Au transition. However, d → p excitations are usually too high energy to be seen in the visible, but here is red-shifted as the N 2p destabilizes the HOMO and the carbene 2p stabilizes the LUMO (see above). The oscillator strength of the observed S 0 → S 1 transition will, however, still be small since most of the HOMO and LUMO are localized outside the metal atom-explaining the experimentally-observed low extinction coefficient of CMAs.
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V. SPIN-ORBIT COUPLING
The spin-orbit coupling (SOC) operatorĤ so transforms as molecular rotations 6 , which in the C 2v point group transform as all irreps except A 1 . This means that, in order for SOC to mix two states they must be of different symmetry (as qualitatively embodied in El Sayed's rule). However, the electronic wavefunctions of S 1 and T 1 have the same irrep (A 1 ) so S 1 |Ĥ so |T 1 = 0, explaining the numerically observed small SOC between S 1 and T 1 seen by Föller and Marian 2 . They probably find nonzero S 1 /T 1 SOC as the true symmetry of CMA1 (C s ) is lower than that of the model (C 2v ) (see above).
Conversely, if we consider SOC between the S 2 transition and T 1 , we find at the planar geometry B 2 ×A 1 = B 2 , the irrep of R x , and at the twisted geometry B 2 ×A 2 = B 1 , the irrep of R y . Consequently, S 2 |Ĥ so |T 1 is likely to be nonzero in a range a geometries, consistent with the strong S 2 /T 1 SOC observed by Föller and Marian.
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VI. EXCHANGE INTEGRAL
While this theoretical analysis cannot definitively determine whether or not spin-state inversion occurs, we can consider how the S 1 /T 1 energy gap changes upon twisting by examining the exchange integral in Eq. (3). As noted by Roothaan 4 , for real orbitals such as those considered here the exchange integral K HL corresponds to the self-interaction energy of the charge distribution ρ(r) = φ H (r)φ L (r). The HOMO and LUMO only significantly overlap on the metal atom (see above) and in the planar geometry ρ pl (r) φ 5dyz (r)φ 6py (r), which will have a node in the xy plane and a point of inflection in the xz plane. However, in the twisted geometry ρ tw (r) φ 5dxz (r)φ 6py (r), and the charge distribution will have nodes in the xy, yz, and xz planes. One can qualitatively see that ρ tw (r) will be generally be smaller in magnitude and consequently K HL will be smaller (but still greater than zero) at the twisted geometry.
VII. PERMANENT DIPOLE MOMENT
Since the totally symmetric representation (A 1 ) in the C 2v point group transforms as the z vector, the static dipole (both in ground and excited states) must lie along the z axis, assigning the direction of the dipole moment found by Föller and Marian.
2 To determine its size and sign, the ground state has an electron-rich carbazole and an electron-poor carbene, such that the ground-state dipole points from the δ − Cz to the δ + carbene, shown in Fig. 1(b) . In the S 1 state the LUMO localized on Au/C acquires electron density whereas the HOMO on Cz loses it, consistent with the "remarkable" change in dipole moment computed by Föller and Marian. 
VIII. CONCLUSIONS
We have seen how using theoretical arguments we can determine the approximate form of the HOMO and LUMO, and explain why the planar geometry is emissive but the twisted geometry not, and why SOC does not easily mix S 1 and T 1 , but can easily mix S 2 and T 1 , confirming previous experimental and theoretical investigations 1,2 . We have also determined the direction of the static dipole moments of CMAs and the polarization of the S 0 → S 1 and S 0 → S 2 transitions, and the irreps of the electronic wavefunctions of S 1 , S 2 and T 1 in the planar and twisted conformations. We have found that the central metal atom plays a crucial role in the chromophore and emission is qualitatively driven by a 6p → 5d transition. We have also examined the S 1 /T 1 energetic separation and shown that this decreases upon twisting the molecule, provided that S 1 and T 1 are well-described by HOMO→LUMO excitations.
This analysis can also inform the future design of CMAs. To increase the dipole moment the HOMO and LUMO need more amplitude on the central metal atom-though this comes at the cost of increasing K HL . To blue-shift emission the amide should stabilize the 5d yz less, which could be achieved by lowering the HOMO of the amide or decreasing the orbital amplitude on the N atom (such that there is still amplitude of the HOMO on Au). Similarly, blue-shifting emission could be achieved by stabilizing the LUMO less with a less electron-donating group than N next to the carbene carbon.
